COMMON FEATURES OF CURRENT GAMEFI PROJECTS

- The adaptation of NFT to represent in-game items or the use of crypto as in-game currency.
- Require a private server to execute logic and archive records or calculations throughout the gaming process.
- The beneficial properties of blockchain as decentralization, transparency, and security are underutilized.
The very high gas fee of the Ethereum blockchain, on which most of these Dapps are built, has increased the total cost per transaction.
Lamas Finance provides users with an experience of true Dapp games as well as other Defi key functions by which they can earn profit and bonuses.

Developed on **Solana - the fastest and cheapest platform in the cryptocurrency space**, Lamas Finance is believed to meet diverse users’ demands thanks to the massive liquidity based on DeFi and reach the highest bliss point of users by different games.
4 DAPP GAMES

**Price Prediction**
This is a prediction game. Guess the right price and receive the big prize.

**Up or Down**
Would it be Up, or Down? Another prediction game but simpler.

**Jackpot Lottery**
Many choices, many wins. Find the Jackpot by choosing the right numbers on your tickets.

**Lucky Spinner**
Spin more, win more! Luck is in the air; the prizes up to x35 of your bet!
Players make guesses about the future value of a digital asset. A mathematical model is used to determine the accuracy of a prediction, which influences the size of the reward. In general, the closer the forecast is to the actual outcome, the greater the benefits.
Your prediction and the actual price result will be represented by 2 vectors (S & A).

Your score depends on the angle $\theta$ formed by 2 vectors S and A. The smaller $\theta$, the higher score you get.

We can apply this method to various prediction markets.
Participants in this game will wager on whether the SOL/USDT exchange rate will rise or fall during a certain period.

The total stake money constitutes the prize pool, which will be awarded proportionately to each participant who makes an accurate prediction.

We can apply this strategy to various binary-options markets.
JACKPOT LOTTERY

A chance-based game in which players have the opportunity to win massive rewards by buying lottery tickets. It is straightforward and equitable, and players have no constraint to participate except being able to pay for the tickets.

The game needs a trustworthy and transparent random method.
Another chance-based game in which players have the opportunity to multiply their bet by spinning a lucky wheel.

The Ecosystem pool will act as an intermediary during the game, collecting bets and distributing rewards.

The game needs a trustworthy and transparent random method.
Chainlink VRF (Verifiable Random Function) is a provably fair and verifiable random number generator that enables smart contracts to access random values without compromising security or usability.

Currently, Chainlink has not deployed VRF on Solana. Because VRF is open-source, we built the first random solution on Solana based on VRF.
THE DAPP GAMES HUB ON SOLANA

We provide tools:

- Prediction market
- Binary-options market
- Random function on Solana

Other developers can build Dapp Games (via these tools or not) and deploy them on Lamas Finance.
Four NFT collections corresponding to the four games.

To complete an NFT collection, players have to collect all six different pieces with the same version of rarity.

Users can receive NFT by participating in Lamas’s games.
Each week, a “theme-of-the-week collection” is randomly selected. Players who own a completed collection that match the theme collection will have a chance to redeem it for a valuable reward.

The estimated value of rewards

1-star collection:
100 LMF - 500 LMF

2-star collection:
500 LMF - 2000 LMF

3-star collection:
2000 LMF - 10000 LMF
BURN NFTS TO CREATE NEW NFT

Users can burn some cards of low rarity to create a new random card whose rarity is higher than or equal to the highest rarity of the cards exchanged.
NFT MARKETPLACE

Users can find the NFT pieces they are looking for in the Lamas market. Sellers are responsible for paying tax for each transaction, which is 5% of the NFT’s value.
DEFI KEY FUNCTIONS

Farming
Earn interest with extremely high APR.

Swapping
Allows users to swap and add liquidity for trading pairs: LMF/USDC and LMF/SOL.

Lamas Treasury
A fantastic treasury is ready to be given to all of our winners.

Staking
Unlock Lamas treasury as well as governance rights and receive tax discount.
Users add liquidity and then stake LP tokens to earn interest with extremely high APR. Farming profits are from Lamas Treasury.

In the initial stage, there are two farming pairs provided on Lamas Finance: LMF/USDC, LMF/SOL.
Users can stake LMF to receive LMF with relatively high APR. In addition, participating in staking LMF provides users with two following benefits:

- Get tax discount when playing games
- Governance rights
Lamas Treasury is a reward pool designed to reward users for playing games, collecting NFTs, and most notably partaking in Lamas Finance's DeFi functions like staking and farming.

Lamas Treasury will be initialized with 25% of the total LMF token supply. After that, the treasury will be maintained by the following revenue sources:

- Taxes collected from games.
- Taxes on NFT transactions on Lamas market.

The Lamas Foundation Team will adjust the rewards for NFT redemption, staking, and farming such that no more than 10% of the Lamas Treasury is used to award users each month. The monthly revenue will compensate for this expense.
When participating games, users interact with the Ecosystem Pool (1). If they win, there will be a tax. This tax will be divided into 2 parts: burned (2) or remitted to Lamas Treasury (3).

NFT pieces collected can be traded and 5% of the transaction value will be taken for tax payment. This tax will be divided into 2 parts: burned (4) or remitted to Lamas Treasury (5).

The rewards for users who own completed NFT collections (6) and interest for stakers and farmers (7) will be allocated from Lamas Treasury.
**LMF**

**TOKENOMICS**

**KEY METRICS**

Token Name: Lamas Finance  
Ticker: LMF  
Blockchain: Solana  
Token Standard: Solana  
Total Supply: 10,000,000 LMF
**VESTING PLAN**

- **Team & Advisor:** 6-month cliff, linear vest within the next 12 months
- **Marketing & Community:** 20% distributed in the first 1 month, the rest 80% will be distributed in the upcoming events within 12 months (from TGE)
- **Listing & Liquidity:** 30% at TGE for DEx listing, 70% for CEx listing
- **Ecosystem:** used for the game (fluctuating)
- **Lamas Treasury:** used for yield & incentives
- **Private Sale:** 10% at TGE, linear vest within the next 12 months
- **Public Sale:** 40% at TGE, 60% linear vest within the next 2 months
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TGE</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>02</th>
<th>06</th>
<th>07</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEAM &amp; ADVISOR</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>C tackled</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80% DISTRIBUTED IN EVENTS</td>
<td>CEX LISTING</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKETING &amp; COMMUNITY</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>80% DISTRIBUTED IN EVENTS</td>
<td>CEX LISTING</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LISTING &amp; LIQUIDITY</td>
<td>30% DEX LISTING</td>
<td>CEX LISTING</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
<td>VARIABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOSYSTEM (USED FOR THE GAME)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMAS TREASURY (REWARDS &amp; INCENTIVES)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIVATE SALE</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC SALE</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ROADMAP**

**The third quarter of 2023**
- Complete whitepaper & documents
- Launch official website
- Launch community & media
- Private sale
- Testnet for 2/4 games

**The fourth quarter of 2023**
- Whitelist and public sale
- Presale NFT
- Mainnet for 2/4 games
- TGE & DEX listing
- CEX listing
- Swap & add liquidity
The first quarter of 2024
- Testnet for 4/4 games
- Launch Farming & Staking
- Launch “Play to Earn NFT”
- Mainnet for 4/4 games

The second quarter of 2024
- Launch NFT Marketplace
- Launch “Burn NFT”
- Launch “NFT Reward”
- Governance function

2024...
- Lending protocol
- Multi-chain support for all games
- Release new Dapp games
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